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MAXIMIZE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY, ENHANCE
YOUR MANAGERIAL SKILLS, AND SHARPEN
YOUR EDGE IN BUSINESS! They say time is
money. And thanks to Time Management, you can
make every moment more valuable, through 24
easily mastered techniques that will instantly
increase your workplace efficiency. Through clear,
concise directions - all informed by real world
examples - you'll learn how to match the right
timesaving method to each situation and avoid
ineffective strategies that can actually cost time
rather than save it. Deliver more value to your
organization while enhancing your career by:
Learning time-saving strategies you can
implement right now o Anticipating time-wasting
situations o Identifying causes of procrastination o
Turning frustration into confidence o Training
others to perform efficiently o Delegating tasks
effectively o Heightening your effectiveness as a
manager o Increasing your visibility within the
organization
A comparison of nine leaders who led their nations
through the greatest wars the world has ever seen
and whose unique strengths—and
weaknesses—shaped the course of human history,
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from the bestselling, award-winning author of
Churchill, Napoleon, and The Last King of America
“Has the enjoyable feel of a lively dinner table
conversation with an opinionated guest.” —The
New York Times Book Review Taking us from the
French Revolution to the Cold War, Andrew
Roberts presents a bracingly honest and deeply
insightful look at nine major figures in modern
history: Napoleon Bonaparte, Horatio Nelson,
Winston Churchill, Adolf Hitler, Joseph Stalin,
George C. Marshall, Charles de Gaulle, Dwight D.
Eisenhower, and Margaret Thatcher. Each of these
leaders fundamentally shaped the outcome of the
war in which their nation was embroiled. Is war
leadership unique, or did these leaders have
something in common, traits and techniques that
transcend time and place and can be applied to the
essential nature of conflict? Meticulously
researched and compellingly written, Leadership
in War presents readers with fresh, complex
portraits of leaders who approached war with
different tactics and weapons, but with the
common goal of success in the face of battle. Both
inspiring and cautionary, these portraits offer
important lessons on leadership in times of
struggle, unease, and discord. With his trademark
verve and incisive observation, Roberts reveals the
qualities that doom even the most promising
leaders to failure, as well as the traits that lead to
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victory.
Follows the life of the soldier-statesman from his
Jamaican roots and youth in the Bronx, through his
decorated career in the Army and as Chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, to his role as Secretary of
State and departure from the post.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “A great
American success story . . . an endearing and wellwritten book.”—The New York Times Book Review
Colin Powell is the embodiment of the American
dream. He was born in Harlem to immigrant
parents from Jamaica. He knew the rough life of
the streets. He overcame a barely average start at
school. Then he joined the Army. The rest is
history—Vietnam, the Pentagon, Panama, Desert
Storm—but a history that until now has been
known only on the surface. Here, for the first time,
Colin Powell himself tells us how it happened, in a
memoir distinguished by a heartfelt love of country
and family, warm good humor, and a soldier’s
directness. My American Journey is the powerful
story of a life well lived and well told. It is also a
view from the mountaintop of the political
landscape of America. At a time when Americans
feel disenchanted with their leaders, General
Powell’s passionate views on family, personal
responsibility, and, in his own words, “the
greatness of America and the opportunities it
offers” inspire hope and present a blueprint for the
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future. An utterly absorbing account, it is history
with a vision.
An indispensable volume that shows how to
succeed in business by using the Bible and its
lessons as a source of inspiration and guidance n
1990, David L. Steward founded his company,
Worldwide Technology, Inc., on a shoestring
budget and borrowed money, well aware of the
high-risk nature of the venture he was
undertaking. Despite the fact that he was a novice
entrepreneur, he was certain he would succeed.
Steward believed intensely that God wouldn't let
him down. Doing Business by the Good Book
shares the inspiring lessons culled straight from
the Bible, that Steward used to build his privately
held billion-dollar company into a global
information technology enterprise.
Prevail
Radical Candor
Extreme Focus
The Magic of Bullet Writing
Discover Your Strength in Hard Places
Leadership Principles for the Next Era of
Capitalism
Leadership Lessons in Business, Politics, War, and
Life
All Eye's on U
A little bit of this, a little bit of that. Shit, Niggas need to
know!
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New York Times Bestselling Author Colin Powell, one of
America’s most admired public figures, reveals the
unique lessons that shaped his life and career It Worked
for Me is a collection of lessons and personal anecdotes
that shaped four star-general and former Secretary of State
Colin Powell’s legendary career in public service. At its
heart are Powell’s “Thirteen Rules,”—notes he
accumulated on his desk that served as the basis for the
leadership presentations he delivered throughout the
world. Powell’s short-but-sweet rules such as “Get mad,
then get over it” and “Share credit,” are illuminated by
revealing personal stories that introduce and expand on
his principles for effective leadership: conviction, hard
work, and above all, respect for others. In work and life,
Powell writes, “It is the human gesture that counts.” A
compelling storyteller, Powell shares parables both
humorous and solemn that offer wise advice on
succeeding in the workplace and beyond. “Trust your
people,” he councils as he delegates presidential briefing
responsibilities to two junior aides. “Do your
best--someone is watching,” he advises those just starting
out, recalling his own teenage summer job shipping cases
of soda. Powell combines the insight he gained serving in
the top ranks of the military and in four presidential
administrations, as well as the lessons learned from his
hardscrabble upbringing in the Bronx and his training in
the ROTC. The result is a powerful portrait of a leader
who was reflective, self-effacing, and grateful for the
contributions of every employee, no matter how junior.
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Powell’s writing--straightforward, accessible, and often
very funny--will inspire, move, and surprise readers.
Thoughtful and revealing, his book is a brilliant and
original blueprint for leadership.
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of
Junior, a budding cartoonist growing up on the Spokane
Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into his
own hands, Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to
attend an all-white farm town high school where the only
other Indian is the school mascot. Heartbreaking, funny,
and beautifully written, The Absolutely True Diary of a
Part-Time Indian, which is based on the author's own
experiences, coupled with poignant drawings by Ellen
Forney that reflect the character's art, chronicles the
contemporary adolescence of one Native American boy as
he attempts to break away from the life he was destined to
live. With a forward by Markus Zusak, interviews with
Sherman Alexie and Ellen Forney, and four-color interior
art throughout, this edition is perfect for fans and
collectors alike.
Everybody has dreams--but how many of us get to see our
dreams come true? Disneyland, Starbucks, Google, the
first manned landing on the Moon, every novel ever
written, ever motion picture ever filmed, every painting
ever created--all began as a dream in someone's
imagination. And all became real through the power of
Extreme Focus. After assembling an NBA championship
team in Philadelphia in the 1980s, author Pat Williams
dreamed of building an NBA expansion team in central
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Florida--the Orlando Magic. Applying the same success
principles he teaches in Extreme Focus, Williams
achieved that dream. For more than two decades, the
Magic has been rocking the sports world and proving that
dreams really do come true through the power of Extreme
Focus. This is not just another collection of rah-rah
motivational slogans. Extreme Focus is a practical,
proven, step-by-step guide to turning dreams into reality,
written by someone who has been there, done that. In
these pages, Pat Williams shows you how to discover and
focus on your passion in life, how to achieve great things
tomorrow by focusing on today, how to discipline
yourself for success, how to increase your courage and
confidence, and more. The principles and stories in
Extreme Focus will get you off the treadmill of a ho-hum
life and onto the road to your dreams!
Curriculum Leadership: Strategies for Development and
Implementation, Third Edition is a one-of-a-kind resource
written for educational leaders, teachers, and
administrators. Responding to the need for globally
connected classrooms and innovative leadership, this
unique text provides a rich and inclusive foundation of
curriculum. The authors draw upon a wide range of
research and experience to provide readers with creative,
up-to-date curriculum strategies and ideas. In sharing
innovative programs, learning experiences, and new
approaches, they build a solid connection for curriculum
development from theory to practice, helping future
leaders in education meet the global challenges of our
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time.
Follow Them and People Will Follow You
The Willpower Instinct
Be a Kick-Ass Boss Without Losing Your Humanity
Iron-Sharpened Leadership
Doing Business by the Good Book
Imperfect Patriot
24 Lessons from Colin Powell, a Lengendary Leader
Curriculum Leadership
Leadership has become increasingly complex in
recent years. The times are difficult, and it can be
challenging to get people to work together.
Businesses, government, families, communities,
and teams are all crying out for good leaders to
help them. This is where the principles outlined in
The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership can help.
Based on the revised and updated 25th anniversary
edition of the bestselling book, this workbook uses
case studies, self-evaluation, and group discussion
questions to help you boost your leadership skills.
Included are stories and observations from the
worlds of business, politics, sports, the military, and
non-profits. Each law is like a tool, ready to be
picked up and used to help you achieve your
dreams and add value to other people. Discover
how these valuable principles can change your
life—follow them and learn to lead—not just for
yourself, but for the people who follow you.
Lessons: The Law of the Lid The Law of Influence
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The Law of Process The Law of Navigation The Law
of Addition The Law of Solid Ground The Law of
Respect The Law of Intuition The Law of Magnetism
The Law of Connection The Law of the Inner Circle
The Law of Empowerment The Law of the Picture
The Law of Buy-In The Law of Victory The Law of
the Big Mo The Law of Priorities The Law of
Sacrifice The Law of Timing The Law of Explosive
Growth The Law of Legacy
Draws on more than forty interviews with Steve
Jobs, as well as interviews with family members,
friends, competitors, and colleagues to offer a look
at the co-founder and leading creative force behind
the Apple computer company.
Since its opening in 1978, China has undergone
radical change. By establishing special economic
zones along its Eastern coastal borders under Deng
Xioping’s tutelage, China entered the global
market. Loosening controls from central
government allowed for a more free-market
approach that facilitated easier trading
partnerships across national boundaries.
Leadership and China: Philosophy, Place and
Practice explores the impact of these changes
today. Companies across the globe are doing
business with Chinese counterparts, but recently
the Western world has begun treating China with
suspicion, with some commentators claiming
nefarious aims on the part of Chinese Communist
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Party, and intentions of favoring China’s growing
middle class and political elites, while
impoverishing other international trading partners.
This calls for wise leadership on both sides of the
political divide and this book facilitates
conversations that explore synergies between East
and West, aiming to move past suspicion and
discuss how leaders might work for the benefit of
all humanity. With an orientation towards
conversations rather than polemics, graduate
students, scholars and business leaders across the
globe will benefit from this book.
All companies rely on committed and loyal
employees to reach their goals. However, we know
little about how exactly the mechanisms of
leadership influence the job involvement of
employees. This study focused on the established
leadership model of lateral leadership by
investigating the underlying forces of lateral
leadership and developed a practical
recommendation for its use. We empirically
demonstrated which forces constitute the base of
the lateral leadership model, how they interact with
each other, and how much impact the forces have
on the performance variables of job involvement
and organisational commitment.
If you’ve never read The 21 Irrefutable Laws of
Leadership, you’ve been missing out on one of the
best-selling leadership books of all time. If you
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have read the original version, then you’ll love this
new expanded and updated one. Internationally
recognized leadership expert, speaker, and author
John C. Maxwell has taken this million-seller and
made it even better: Every Law of Leadership has
been sharpened and updated Seventeen new
leadership stories are included Two new Laws of
Leadership are introduced New evaluation tool will
reveal your leadership strengths—and weaknesses
New application exercises in every chapter will help
you grow Why would Dr. Maxwell make changes to
his best-selling book? “A book is a conversation
between the author and reader,” says Maxwell.
“It’s been ten years since I wrote The 21 Laws of
Leadership. I’ve grown a lot since then. I’ve taught
these laws in dozens of countries around the world.
This new edition gives me the opportunity to share
what I’ve learned.”
A Little Story About a Powerful Business Idea
Straight Talk on Confidence, Courage, and Career
for Women in Charge
Cheaters Never Win
The Leadership Secrets of Colin Powell
Steve Jobs
The Art of Command
The Business of Healthcare
How Self-Control Works, Why It Matters, and What
You Can Do to Get More of It
What essential leadership lessons do we learn by distilling the
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actions and ideas of great military commanders such as George
Washington, Dwight D. Eisenhower, and Colin Powell? The
Art of Command demonstrates that great leaders become great
through a commitment not only to develop vital skills but also
to surmount personal shortcomings. In the second edition of
this classic resource, Harry S. Laver, Jeffrey J. Matthews, and
the other contributing authors identify eleven core
characteristics of highly effective leaders, such as integrity,
determination, vision, and charisma, and eleven significant
figures in American military history who embody those
qualities. Featuring new chapters on transitional leadership,
innovative leadership, and authentic leadership, this insightful
book offers valuable perspectives on the art of military
command in American history.
The Powell Principles details the decision-making habits,
success strategies, and leadership philosophies of Secretary of
State Colin Powell. Filled with insights that are as refreshingly
honest as they are grittily real, this concise, no-nonsense book
reveals the keys to Powell's unprecedented success, keys that
include: Walk the talk Be a dis-organizer Let change lead
growth Be prepared to piss people off Check your ego at the
door Push the envelope Let situation dictate strategy Challenge
the pros Trust those in the trenches Prepare to be lonely Colin
Powell rose from the hardscrabble streets of the Bronx to
become the man Newsweek calls "...the most respected figure
in American public life." Let The Powell Principles introduce
you to the principles that drove him to the top and provide you
with a blueprint for inspiring anyone--including yourself--to
achieve extraordinary levels of professional success.
It's time for career-minded individuals to get beyond whatever
imaginary line they're standing behind and live out their own
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success stories. Christopher Franklin is the founder and CEO
of Titan Financial Services, Inc., one of the leading African
American–owned financial management firms in the sports
industry. Today, he's at the top, managing the financial assets
of the rich and famous, and lecturing on wealth management all
around the country. But, his road to success was not easy.
Coming from a modest upbringing in a small West Virginia
town, Franklin encountered plenty of roadblocks along the way.
He has managed to change roadblocks to opportunities that
have made him a star in his field. In Access Now, Behind the
Line, Franklin shares the keys to unlimited possibilities and
opportunities—all those things he wishes someone would have
told him "way back when."
Based on Stanford University psychologist Kelly McGonigal's
wildly popular course "The Science of Willpower," The
Willpower Instinct is the first book to explain the science of
self-control and how it can be harnessed to improve our health,
happiness, and productivity. Informed by the latest research
and combining cutting-edge insights from psychology,
economics, neuroscience, and medicine, The Willpower
Instinct explains exactly what willpower is, how it works, and
why it matters. For example, readers will learn: • Willpower is
a mind-body response, not a virtue. It is a biological function
that can be improved through mindfulness, exercise, nutrition,
and sleep. • Willpower is not an unlimited resource. Too much
self-control can actually be bad for your health. • Temptation
and stress hijack the brain's systems of self-control, but the
brain can be trained for greater willpower • Guilt and shame
over your setbacks lead to giving in again, but self-forgiveness
and self-compassion boost self-control. • Giving up control is
sometimes the only way to gain self-control. • Willpower
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failures are contagious—you can catch the desire to overspend
or overeat from your friends—but you can also catch selfcontrol from the right role models. In the groundbreaking
tradition of Getting Things Done, The Willpower Instinct
combines life-changing prescriptive advice and complementary
exercises to help readers with goals ranging from losing weight
to more patient parenting, less procrastination, better health,
and greater productivity at work.
"Darlene Zschech is possibly the most amazing mentor I
know."--Louie Giglio Darlene Zschech, one of the world's most
respected worship leaders, writes honestly and realistically of
how both current leaders and those coming along after them
can overcome hurdles and by the grace of God work together
for the good of the church. In this critical message, she
urgently challenges the church to raise up a new generation of
leaders whose hearts are centered on God. Her leadership at
Hillsong Church combined with her international work has
created a passion for mentoring those who share her heart for
God. Zschech speaks with an artist's voice that will reach
people who might bypass the more business-oriented books.
The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership
Perspective
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian
The Heart of Business
The Powell Principles
Colin Powell
From Foster Care to Fabulous
Soldier
What makes a true leader? Is leadership a title?
Authority? Charisma? Whatever gets the best results?
Today more than ever, Christians need a model of
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leadership that is based on God’s Word, that brings God
glory. In Called to Lead, best-selling author, pastor, and
teacher John MacArthur explains the characteristics of a
leader drawn from one of the Bible’s most renowned
leaders, the apostle Paul. Focusing on Paul’s letters to
the church, Called to Lead shows you the twenty-six key
qualities of a leader who can achieve results without
forfeiting faith and obedience, qualities such as:
Trustworthiness Discipline Christlikeness Sincerity
Decisiveness Called to Lead presents a compelling,
biblically sound explanation of the leadership God
established when Jesus called and commissioned the
apostles . . . and when God called you to lead.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Brené Brown
has taught us what it means to dare greatly, rise strong,
and brave the wilderness. Now, based on new research
conducted with leaders, change makers, and culture
shifters, she’s showing us how to put those ideas into
practice so we can step up and lead. Look for Brené
Brown’s new podcast, Dare to Lead, as well as her
ongoing podcast Unlocking Us! NAMED ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BLOOMBERG
Leadership is not about titles, status, and wielding
power. A leader is anyone who takes responsibility for
recognizing the potential in people and ideas, and has
the courage to develop that potential. When we dare to
lead, we don’t pretend to have the right answers; we
stay curious and ask the right questions. We don’t see
power as finite and hoard it; we know that power
becomes infinite when we share it with others. We don’t
avoid difficult conversations and situations; we lean into
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vulnerability when it’s necessary to do good work. But
daring leadership in a culture defined by scarcity, fear,
and uncertainty requires skill-building around traits that
are deeply and uniquely human. The irony is that we’re
choosing not to invest in developing the hearts and
minds of leaders at the exact same time as we’re
scrambling to figure out what we have to offer that
machines and AI can’t do better and faster. What can
we do better? Empathy, connection, and courage, to
start. Four-time #1 New York Times bestselling author
Brené Brown has spent the past two decades studying
the emotions and experiences that give meaning to our
lives, and the past seven years working with
transformative leaders and teams spanning the globe.
She found that leaders in organizations ranging from
small entrepreneurial startups and family-owned
businesses to nonprofits, civic organizations, and
Fortune 50 companies all ask the same question: How
do you cultivate braver, more daring leaders, and how do
you embed the value of courage in your culture? In this
new book, Brown uses research, stories, and examples
to answer these questions in the no-BS style that millions
of readers have come to expect and love. Brown writes,
“One of the most important findings of my career is that
daring leadership is a collection of four skill sets that are
100 percent teachable, observable, and measurable. It’s
learning and unlearning that requires brave work, tough
conversations, and showing up with your whole heart.
Easy? No. Because choosing courage over comfort is
not always our default. Worth it? Always. We want to be
brave with our lives and our work. It’s why we’re here.”
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Whether you’ve read Daring Greatly and Rising Strong
or you’re new to Brené Brown’s work, this book is for
anyone who wants to step up and into brave leadership.
This three-volume collection on the business of
healthcare addresses healthcare management at the
level of the individual medical practice, healthcare
organizations, and the healthcare sector as a whole.
A veteran Fortune 500 executive, who rose to become
CIO in a traditionally male industry, offers advice and
mentoring lessons from herself as well as from other top
women business leaders that well help women
everywhere achieve greater success in the workplace.
The man once named one of America’s ten “toughest”
CEOs by Fortune magazine offers current and future
leaders practical advice on how to make their companies
and organizations more effective. Throughout his
distinguished career—as a naval aviator, a U.S.
Congressman, a top aide to four American presidents, a
high-level diplomat, a CEO of two Fortune 500
companies, and the only twice-serving Secretary of
Defense in American history—Donald Rumsfeld has
collected hundreds of pithy, compelling, and often
humorous observations about leadership, business, and
life. When President Gerald Ford ordered these
aphorisms distributed to his White House staff in 1974,
the collection became known as "Rumsfeld's Rules."
First gathered as three-by-five cards in a shoebox and
then typed up and circulated informally over the years,
these eminently nonpartisan rules have amused and
enlightened presidents, business executives, chiefs of
staff, foreign officials, diplomats, and members of
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Congress. They earned praise from the Wall Street
Journal as "Required reading," and from the New York
Times which said: "Rumsfeld's Rules can be profitably
read in any organization…The best reading, though, are
his sprightly tips on inoculating oneself against that
dread White House disease, the inflated ego." Distilled
from a career of unusual breadth and accomplishment,
and organized under practical topics like hiring people,
running a meeting, and dealing with the press,
Rumsfeld's Rules can benefit people at every stage in
their careers and in every walk of life, from aspiring
politicos and industrialists to recent college graduates,
teachers, and business leaders.
52 Lessons on Success Straight from the Bible
Kick the Bad Work Habits that Masquerade as Virtues
My American Journey
Brave Work. Tough Conversations. Whole Hearts.
Dare
An Imperative Movement
Transforming Hard-Fought Lessons Into Action
Radical Candor: Fully Revised & Updated Edition
"I raced through RADICAL CANDOR--It’s thrilling to
learn a framework that shows how to be both a
better boss and a better colleague. RADICAL
CANDOR is packed with illuminating truths,
insightful advice, and practical suggestions, all
illustrated with engaging (and often funny) stories
from Kim Scott’s own experiences at places like
Apple, Google, and various start-ups.
Indispensable."--Gretchen Rubin author of NYT
bestseller THE HAPPINESS PROJECT "Reading
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Radical Candor will help you build, lead, and inspire
teams to do the best work of their lives. Kim Scott's
insights--based on her experience, keen
observational intelligence and analysis--will help you
be a better leader and create a more effective
organization."--Sheryl Sandberg author of the NYT
bestseller LEAN IN "Kim Scott has a well-earned
reputation as a kick-ass boss and a voice that CEOs
take seriously. In this remarkable book, she draws
on her extensive experience to provide clear and
honest guidance on the fundamentals of leading
others: how to give (and receive) feedback, how to
make smart decisions, how to keep moving forward,
and much more. If you manage people?whether it be
1 person or a 1,000--you need RADICAL CANDOR.
Now."--Daniel Pink author of NYT bestseller DRIVE
From the time we learn to speak, we’re told that if
you don’t have anything nice to say, don’t say
anything at all. When you become a manager, it’s
your job to say it--and your obligation. Author Kim
Scott was an executive at Google and then at Apple,
where she developed a class on how to be a good
boss. She has earned growing fame in recent years
with her vital new approach to effective
management, Radical Candor. Radical Candor is a
simple idea: to be a good boss, you have to Care
Personally at the same time that you Challenge
Directly. When you challenge without caring it’s
obnoxious aggression; when you care without
challenging it’s ruinous empathy. When you do
neither it’s manipulative insincerity. This simple
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framework can help you build better relationships at
work, and fulfill your three key responsibilities as a
leader: creating a culture of feedback (praise and
criticism), building a cohesive team, and achieving
results you’re all proud of. Radical Candor offers a
guide to those bewildered or exhausted by
management, written for bosses and those who
manage bosses. Taken from years of the author’s
experience, and distilled clearly giving actionable
lessons to the reader; it shows managers how to be
successful while retaining their humanity, finding
meaning in their job, and creating an environment
where people both love their work and their
colleagues.
Strategies for overcoming the "sacred cows" that
hold people back at work We all know the "sacred
cows" at work?the conventional wisdom to try your
best, work well with others, and produce excellent
work. But these cherished nuggets of advice, in
practice, have a dark side that can lead to careerlimiting unintended consequences. Based on Jake
Breeden's experience coaching thousands of
leaders in 27 countries, and the latest scientific
research in behavioral economics, neuroscience,
and psychology, Tipping Sacred Cows reveals how
to overcome the dangerous behaviors that
masquerade as virtues at work, and how to lead with
fewer self-imposed limitations and greater results.
Identifies the seven most common sacred cows at
work, including balance that turns bland, creativity
that conceals narcissism, and passion that becomes
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obsession Offers simple steps for recognizing and
overcoming the potentially career-limiting effects of
each of the most common sacred cows Written by
Jake Breeden, a faculty member at Duke University's
Corporate Education program, rated by
Businessweek and The Financial Times as #1 in the
world Tipping Sacred Cows shines a light on the
hidden traps that lie between good intentions and
great results, clearing a path so leaders can finally
realize their full potential at work. Take this quick
21-question survey to find out which of the seven
sacred cows are standing in your way at work.
Gathering decades of research on communications
and stakeholder relations, Mario Trentim, PfMP,
CBAP, suggests a paradigm shift in the way project
managers view their stakeholders. In this newly
revised edition, Trentim goes beyond theory to offer
real tools and valuable resources focused on
presenting what works when it comes to stakeholder
management. His light, conversational style pulls
together a wide range of perspectives on various
topics including: A Guide to the Project Management
Body of Knowledge (PMBOK® Guide), agile,
PRINCE2TM, emotional intelligence, and soft
systems methodology.
This is the eBook version of the printed book. This
Element is an excerpt from Winners Never Cheat:
Even in Difficult Times (ISBN: 9780137009039) by
Jon M. Huntsman. Available in print and digital
formats. The surprisingly simple reminder that can
keep people honest when they’re tempted to stray.
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Why do some bright students cheat? Why do some
otherwise upstanding citizens chisel on their income
taxes? Why do some physically fit, talented athletes
inject themselves with performance-enhancing
drugs? How can some folks who profess to be
religious look you in the eye, and lie? Why do some
of the richest people have the hardest time parting
with money for those in need?
Whether you specialize in drawing - even cartooning
and animation - or prefer media such as acrylic, oil,
pastel, or watercolor, a good knowledge of
perspective is invaluable. It is the foundation of all
great paintings and drawings, no matter what
medium. Perspective shows you everything you
need to know to make objects look three
dimensional. Practice the methods of measuring and
dividing areas proportionately; then learn how we
perceive depth and distance, and how to render it
correctly on paper or canvas. You will learn the
basics and beyond, covering concepts like
foreshortening; cast shadows; reflections; and even
one-, two-, and three-point perspective. And once
you have a good grasp of the basics, it's easy to
graduate to more complex and irregular forms. This
comprehensive guide will show you how!
The Life of Colin Powell
Time Management: 24 Techniques to Make Each
Minute Count at Work
Brown Bag Lessons
26 Leadership Lessons from the Life of the Apostle
Paul
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25 Principles for Leadership That Matters
Embracing the Great Generational Transition
The 21 Irrefutable Laws of Leadership Workbook
25th Anniversary Edition
Sponsorship, Partnership, Leadership and
Citizenship

A new edition with expanded content is available now,
“The Go-Giver, Expanded Edition: A Little Story About
a Powerful Business Idea” An engaging book that
brings new relevance to the old proverb “Give and you
shall receive” The Go-Giver tells the story of an
ambitious young man named Joe who yearns for
success. Joe is a true go-getter, though sometimes he
feels as if the harder and faster he works, the further
away his goals seem to be. And so one day, desperate to
land a key sale at the end of a bad quarter, he seeks
advice from the enigmatic Pindar, a legendary
consultant referred to by his many devotees simply as the
Chairman. Over the next week, Pindar introduces Joe to
a series of “go-givers:” a restaurateur, a CEO, a
financial adviser, a real estate broker, and the
“Connector,” who brought them all together. Pindar’s
friends share with Joe the Five Laws of Stratospheric
Success and teach him how to open himself up to the
power of giving. Joe learns that changing his focus from
getting to giving—putting others’ interests first and
continually adding value to their lives—ultimately leads
to unexpected returns. Imparted with wit and grace, The
Go-Giver is a heartwarming and inspiring tale that
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brings new relevance to the old proverb “Give and you
shall receive.” From the Hardcover edition.
This fascinating biography of the late Colin Powell
brings to light his towering achievements and errors in
judgment during a lifetime devoted to public service.
Until he passed away in 2021, Colin Powell was revered
as one of America’s most trusted and admired leaders.
This biography demonstrates that Powell’s decades-long
development as an exemplary subordinate is crucial to
understanding his astonishing rise from a working-class
immigrant neighborhood to the highest echelons of
military and political power, including his roles as the
country’s first Black national security advisor,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and secretary of
state. Once an aimless, ambitionless teenager who barely
graduated from college, Powell became an
extraordinarily effective and staunchly loyal subordinate
to many powerful superiors who, in turn, helped to
advance his career. By the time Powell became
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, he had developed
into the consummate follower—motivated, competent,
composed, honorable, and independent. The quality of
Powell's followership faltered at times, however, while in
Vietnam, during the Iran-Contra scandal, and after he
became George W. Bush's secretary of state. Powell
proved a fallible patriot, and in the course of a long and
distinguished career he made some grave and
consequential errors in judgment. While those blunders
do not erase the significance of his commendable
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achievements amid decades of public service, we can
learn much from his good and bad leadership.
* New York Times and Wall Street Journal bestseller
multiple years running * Translated into 20 languages,
with more than half a million copies sold worldwide * A
Hudson and Indigo Best Book of the Year *
Recommended by Shona Brown, Rachel Hollis, Jeff
Kinney, Daniel Pink, Sheryl Sandberg, and Gretchen
Rubin Radical Candor has been embraced around the
world by leaders of every stripe at companies of all sizes.
Now a cultural touchstone, the concept has come to be
applied to a wide range of human relationships. The
idea is simple: You don't have to choose between being a
pushover and a jerk. Using Radical Candor—avoiding
the perils of Obnoxious Aggression, Manipulative
Insincerity, and Ruinous Empathy—you can be kind and
clear at the same time. Kim Scott was a highly successful
leader at Google before decamping to Apple, where she
developed and taught a management class. Since the
original publication of Radical Candor in 2017, Scott
has earned international fame with her vital approach to
effective leadership and co-founded the Radical Candor
executive education company, which helps companies
put the book's philosophy into practice. Radical Candor
is about caring personally and challenging directly,
about soliciting criticism to improve your leadership and
also providing guidance that helps others grow. It
focuses on praise but doesn't shy away from criticism—to
help you love your work and the people you work with.
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Radically Candid relationships with team members
enable bosses to fulfill their three core responsibilities:
1. Create a culture of Compassionate Candor 2. Build a
cohesive team 3. Achieve results collaboratively
Required reading for the most successful organizations,
Radical Candor has raised the bar for management
practices worldwide.
From the creator of the philosophy foster children are
fabulous champions, author and previous foster child
herself, Capri Cruz, shows us how to overcome
childhood trauma by implementing the effective healing
strategies shes used throughout her life of turmoil,
which ultimately catapulted her voyage From Foster
Care to Fabulous. As an authority in the psychology of
emotional healing, she presents techniques to initiate
profound subconscious and spiritual transformation,
which include perception realignment, inner-mind
awakening, and the art of surrendering. Although
designed with the foster child in mind, this book is a
must read for all as it addresses two fundamental
threads encompassing humanity: the human experience
and the interpretation of that experience. The effects of
negative childhood experiences often linger with lasting
toxicity, which confines the mind to constricted and
often unforgiving ideals birthed thereafter. Capri shows
us that no longer has to be true! Its time to let the inner
healing begin as she peels back the layers to reveal
secrets for reprocessing damaging experiences. The
simplicity of it is astonishing. By disassembling
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damaging experiences from childhood abuse to
adulthood divorce, then analyzing them through the lens
of wisdom revealed within these pages, and
reconstructing subsequent perceptions, dynamic change
in the trajectory of your life will be imminent. Tie this in
with knowledge of deliberate creation and the master
piece called your future becomes limitless as pain gets
transformed to freedom! Time waits for no one! The
sand in the hour glass of life continues to slip away,
whether we are mindful of it or not. Thus, let urgency
lead the way as you journey into her world for a fresh
look at what IS possible. I assure you, the quality of your
life depends on it! The healing work within is the seed
for the guaranteed reward without.
Your problems dont define you; they refine you.
Sometimes life feels like a roller coaster ride filled with
ups, downs, twists, turns, and unexpected sudden drops.
Instead of moving forward with peace and purpose, our
lives spin out of control. When chaos and uncertainty
threaten to make you feel helpless . . . what do you do?
Dont let lifes detours take you for a ride. Get back in the
drivers seat! In Prevail, life strategist, Dr. Cindy Trimm,
reveals how you can turn problems into opportunities so
no pitfall will throw you off course. Discover how you
can: See your current challenges asdoorways to new
levels of success Break through barriers that keep you
from enjoying life and loving the real you Develop a
winning perspective that positions you to prosper Wake
up every morning with a sense of meaning, purpose,
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dignity, and hope Your success, fulfillment, satisfaction,
and destiny await you on the other side of your struggles,
fears, setbacks, and disappointments. In the same way
that a diamond is brought to beauty through immense
stress, your true strength of character, worth, and value
are found by embracing the prospering power inherent
in your problems. You are tougher than your tough
times.
Dare to Lead
Wakeupnigga
Access Now: Behind the Line
Managing Stakeholders as Clients
Leadership and China
An essential guide featuring basic principles, advanced
techniques, and practical applications
The Impact of Lateral Leadership as a Management
Tool
Philosophy, Place and Practice
Leadership Principles from a Renowned Agent of
Change Cultures and organizations do not change
without strong leadership. While many leadership
books focus on management or administration, the
central focus of The Conviction to Lead is on changing
minds. Dr. Mohler was the driving force behind the
transformation of Southern Seminary from a liberal
institution of waning influence to a thriving evangelical
seminary at the heart of the Southern Baptist
Convention. Since then he has been one of the most
prominent voices in evangelicalism, fighting for
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Christian principles and challenging secular culture.
Using his own experiences and examples from history,
Dr. Mohler demonstrates that real leadership is a
transferring of conviction to others, affecting their
actions, motivations, intuition, and commitment. This
practical guide walks the reader through what a leader
needs to know, do, and be in order to affect change.
A Wall Street Journal Bestseller Named a Financial
Times top title How to unleash "human magic" and
achieve improbable results. Hubert Joly, former CEO
of Best Buy and orchestrator of the retailer's
spectacular turnaround, unveils his personal playbook
for achieving extraordinary outcomes by putting
people and purpose at the heart of business. Back in
2012, "Everyone thought we were going to die," says
Joly. Eight years later, Best Buy was transformed as
Joly and his team rebuilt the company into one of the
nation's favorite employers, vastly increased customer
satisfaction, and dramatically grew Best Buy's stock
price. Joly and his team also succeeded in making
Best Buy a leader in sustainability and innovation. In
The Heart of Business, Joly shares the philosophy
behind the resurgence of Best Buy: pursue a noble
purpose, put people at the center of the business,
create an environment where every employee can
blossom, and treat profit as an outcome, not the goal.
This approach is easy to understand, but putting it into
practice is not so easy. It requires radically rethinking
how we view work, how we define companies, how we
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motivate, and how we lead. In this book Joly shares
memorable stories, lessons, and practical advice, all
drawn from his own personal transformation from a
hard-charging McKinsey consultant to a leader who
believes in human magic. The Heart of Business is a
timely guide for leaders ready to abandon old
paradigms and lead with purpose and humanity. It
shows how we can reinvent capitalism so that it
contributes to a sustainable future.
The Powell Principles24 Lessons from Colin Powell, a
Lengendary LeaderMcGraw Hill Professional
Brown Bag Lessons, The Magic of Bullet Writing
centers on effective bullet writing and guarantees
immediate improvement. Skillful writing doesn't have
to be difficult. No other book approaches writing the
way this book does, and no other book teaches these
techniques. After reading this book, you will fully
understand how to write strong bullets and "why"
every word matters. In 2003 the author created a
seminar to teach a fair and consistent process to
evaluate recognition packages. This seminar
transformed an entire organization within six months.
Since then, the techniques have decisively
transformed the writing, recognition, and promotions
of every organization applying them. The practices in
this book continue to positively impact the Air Force
and sister services through professional military
education. In addition, the concepts have helped
transitioning service members and college students
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better communicate acquired capabilities and
competencies on their résumés. Read on to discover
the "magic" and open your eyes to a brand new way to
look at writing. The US Air Force promotion system
emphasizes the importance of documenting your very
best accomplishments. Under this system, promotion
comes from the most recent performance reports, so
Airmen must communicate the best accomplishments
and not just words that fill the white space. This Magic
of Bullet Writing will ensure you know how to articulate
not just what you are doing but also convey your
strongest competencies and capabilities so the
promotion board can fully assess your readiness for
promotion. Training materials that correspond to the
lessons in this book are available for free download at
http: //www.brownbaglessons.com. Are you ready for
the magic?
Iron-Sharpened Leadership, Transforming Hard
Fought Leadership Lessons into Action is a leadership
book the reader will find valuable and inspiring. This
leadership book is based on real-world operational
experience including life and death decisions from the
caldron of fierce combat. The book is peppered with
inspirational stories along with actions one can take to
become a more effective leader. Each chapter stands
on its own and a leader will find valuable life-changing
leadership lessons with the turn of every page.Gronski
takes a values-based approach to leadership
effectiveness and the book is oriented along the lines
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of his leadership philosophy which includes character,
competence, and resilience.
The Conviction to Lead
Tipping Sacred Cows
Rumsfeld's Rules
Essential Lessons from Those Who Made History
The Keys to Unlimited Possibilities
The Go-Giver
Harnessing the Life-Changing Power to Achieve Your
Dreams
One of Booklist's Top 10 Business Books of 2002 and a
BusinessWeek, New York Times, Wall Street Journal,
and USA Today business bestseller "Management
professor Oren Harari adopts Colin Powell's rise into the
upper ranks of American power as a model for decision
makers in the private sector. Harari hails Powell's
character as the essence of a host of supple executive
virtues, from defining and defending rational objectives to
playing the provocateur against outdated modes of
boardroom thinking."--The Washington Post "Powell
appears to be a natural born leader with an intuitive
sense of strategy for advancement in war and politics.
For those of us who are not so lucky to have such
diplomacy inherently, Harari's book can teach us how to
lead effectively following Powell's example."--USA Today
"This is a 'battle-tested' leadership book and although
the author has shown how to apply these principles in
the corporate venue, you don't have to be a CEO to
benefit from the words and wisdom of Colin
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Powell."--Booklist
It Worked for Me
Strategies for Development and Implementation
Called to Lead
Leadership in War
The Art of Mentoring
In Life and Leadership
Military Leadership from George Washington to Colin
Powell
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